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www.statista.comWhy Statista

Statista Saves Time
So you can concentrate on what is essential

“Statista has been my savior on
several occasions. The site is easy to 

maneuver and the data is in a format 
that can go right into a report or

presentation.”

In many companies time is wasted searching for the 
same type of data again and again. Market data is 
required in different situations on a daily basis, for 
example for product design issues, for  marketing 
purposes, for business development, for controlling 
purposes, in the area of research and development, 
for PR, for advertising, in corporate publishing and 
for the management.

Employees who do not deal with data frequently 
often require more research time when it comes to 
figures. Statista’s Corporate Account boosts their 
working efficiency. It offers free and unlimited access 
to the platform for all of your company’s employees. 
Statista.com is plainly structured and can be handled 
intuitively. The filter function helps to narrow the 
search. Instead of spending time on research, you 
can access the relevant data and publications of your 
industry with one click. 

Marlene Greenfield 
Vice President, Hearst Magazines
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Our researchers check hundreds of sources, studies 
and databases every day to include relevant content 
in the statistics portal. Our industry experts are 
specialized in their markets and identify the most 
important macro data for a  certain industry as well 
as current trends and  relevant publications for you.

The work of our research team helps you access 
the current and fundamental facts on thousands of 
topics in a few clicks. Our publications go through 
multi-level monitoring to guarantee excellent quality 
in both relevance and presentation.

We Count on Experts
Ensuring quality with expertise, knowledge 
and multi-level monitoring

Tim Kröger, 
CEO Statista GmbH

„Our Research-Managers are the team  
behind your team. Our data and source  
expertise gets you to the point faster.“

Our researchers additionally create detailed statistic- 
dossiers on popular topics. These dossiers include 
aggregated market data.

Why Statista www.statista.com
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www.statista.comWhy Statista

Relevant publications are being published by different institutions 
every day. Statista monitors these and focuses on the quantitative 
facts to provide you with the data quickly and comfortably. We see 
ourselves as the starting point of your research. That is why we always 
name the source of the data in detail. Statista also publishes results 
from well-known market and media studies in cooperation with market 
researchers like the Ipsos Affluent Survey USA.

Through this you gain current facts on the market penetration of 
 products, technologies or brands. More renowned sources that Statista 
is using are Scarborough, Target Group Index and Simmons as well 
as well-known sources like AWA, ACTA, VUMA, Outfit and SOEP for 

international data.

Data From a Huge Source Base
Excellent research results from excellent source skills

This includes publications from the trade press, 
 market and opinion research institutes,  governmental 
sources, economic data bases, reference books, the 
daily press and scientific publications.

Data from more than 18,000 sources
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Why Statista www.statista.com

“The solid, detailed market data  
of Statista are valuable for our  

business development decisions.”

Statista creates transparency to facilitate the 
assessment as well as the analysis of the data. 
Every statistic goes along with explicit background 
information. This includes the source of the data, the 
publication date, the survey period and if applicable 

the number of interviewees. As the editing of our 
data sets is being conducted according to scientific 
standards you can smoothly integrate our data in 

your dissertation, presentation or business plan.

Statista cannot make you decide which source, 
method or data collection technique to trust. But 
Statista can offer transparency for you to have a 
sound overview. 

If you still have questions on a statistic, you can 
use our contact form to write directly to one of our 
research managers. You will then receive a prompt 
reply from the respective research manager who is 
in charge of the statistic.

Transparent Data 
 Sources
All available background information  
is  contained in each statistic

Kathrin Ruestig 
Senior Director Content & Publishing Audible



The Portal
More than 1,000,000 statistics on more than  
80,000 topics from more than 18,000 sources
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“I think of Statista as Google  
for  researchers. Statista provides  

you with information you  
search for right away.”

The Portal

Dr. Horst Stipp 
Executive Vice President, Advertising Research Foundation

The Portal

Statista.com is the first statistics- 
portal worldwide that aggregates 
statistical data on a professional 
level from different institutes and 
sources. Users can find statistics 
on more than 80,000 topics 
from more than 18,000 different 
sources. Statista has data on about 
170 industries. The Premium 
content is not free of charge, as it 
is crucial data whose research and 
editing requires special effort.

Dossiers

Our dossiers bundle all the relevant 
statistics on a certain topic. We 
especially choose topics which our 
users retrieve most frequently. 
The dossiers are to support you 
to get an overview on a certain 
issue as quickly and broadly as 
possible. In order to work directly 
with the  statistics included in the 
dossiers, all  dossiers are available 
in PowerPoint format. These 
are being updated on a regular 
basis and replaced by the latest 
statistics by our research experts.

Industry Reports 

Whether you are looking for data 
on mechanical engineering, health 
care or telecommunication: Our 80 
plus industry reports supply the 
crucial figures on the development 
of an industry – clearly arranged 
and easily accessible for you. Get 
information on the strengths and 
weaknesses, sales trends and 
companies of the industry you 
request. The reports are being 
updated on a yearly basis and 
always include the latest figures 
available.

Study Database

Do you need a detailed insight into 
the general context of a specific 
topic? Our study database gathers 
several studies of market research 
institutes, societies, enterprises 
and public institutions on more 
than 170 industries.
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The  
Search
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The Search Function

The portal offers several 
functions to facilitate the search 
for statistics by narrowing the 
search. The search is additionally 
facilitated by comprehensible 
icons to mark each document 
concerning its type of content.

Filter Functions

The filter functions offer the 
possibility to customize and 
narrow down your search. You 
can choose a certain publication 
date, industry or region.
For this purpose all data is 
consistently indexed and edited.

Sorting

You decide in what order the 
results of your search are shown 
in. You can choose the relevance, 
the publication date and the 
popularity.

Search Accuracy

In order to control the search 
accuracy, you can determine 
through the AND/OR function 
whether to search for word 
fragments or for identical words.

Results

Here you can determine how many 
results are shown per page: 25, 50 
or 100.

Search Areas

You can determine the search area 
by deciding whether statistics, 
studies, dossiers and industry 
reports, topics, the source 
database or infographics are 
shown on your required subject.

The Portal www.statista.com
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The 
 Statistics

Premium Functions

Statista offers the possibility to download each statistic in different 
formats to allow for comfortable integration in your personal documents: 
PNG file, PowerPoint file, PDF file and Excel chart. 

There is also the possibility to customize the presentation of  the statistic 
or to explicitly hide and reveal certain data points. The favorites function 
helps you to quickly and easily recover statistics. Corporate Account users 
additionally can use the data of more than 1,000 dossiers and 80 plus 
industry reports.

Detailed Source Information

All statistics dispose of detailed 
source information as well as 
information on the publication of 
the statistic. You can also collect 
key data on each statistic at a 
glance, i.e. the survey period or 

the number of interviewees.

Detailed Interpretation Advice

Every statistic has a detailed 
interpretation advice shown 
below it that facilitates access 
to the topic of the statistic. We 
inform you objectively and directly 
on how the data is collected, the 
survey period and the subject of 
enquiry.

In doing so, we ideally prepare you 
for a later analysis of the statistic.

Statistic View

All our statistics are designed to be understood easily and promptly. 
They are generally available in three different types of presentation: bar 
chart, line chart or table. Tablet optimization makes sure that you can 
access your data on the go.

The Portal www.statista.com
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Statista.com is being utilized extensively for detailed market evaluations 
and forecasts. We therefore complement the data collected from third-
party sources with our own statistics. For a total of 50 industrial and 
emerging nations we determine the market turnover for a total of 500 
industries in each country. The industries are determined according 
to the classifications of industrial sectors of each country’s national 
statistical office. Our own forecast department estimates the trends 
for the respective next five years on the basis of market interviews, 
specific economic data as well as a detailed driver analyses. As a result 
we possess a considerable data base for market data.

Internal Market Data and 
 Forecasts
5-year sales trends for 50 countries
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Our Account Solutions

By Arrangement1 Entire Company

Premium Account Corporate Account Enterprise Account

All Statistics

Our Features

Office Downloads

Industry Reports

Dossiers

Studies Database

Sources Database

Publication Rights

IP Range Access

Seats

The Portal www.statista.com



Further Products 
and Services
Statistics are the vital DNA of Statista, but we have 
more to offer 
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“Statistá s customized, fitted  
model for the assessment of the  

market potential in EU 28-countries  
is the sound foundation of our  

annual strategy definition.”

Paul Meier
Head of HELLA Industries

Statista Research and Analysis
Established research-know-how linked to well-organized 
 analysis, market research tools, distinct business sense and 
an excellent data-set

Research and Market Research

Our individual service determines 
market as well as corporate data 
for our B2B customers, identifies 
target customers and competitors 
and conducts qualitative market 
research (i.e. online panels) and 
usage analyses (i.e. of online 
processes) for a competitive 
comparison.

Market Analysis & Forecast

We create individual market 
analyses and country profiles for a 
competitive assessment, quantify 
market potentials, develop 
herewith market models and 
forecasts and conduct  market 
monitoring, to provide you with 
comprehensive weak signals for 
shifts in your market.

Studies and Rankings

By combining in-house research 
with surveys and usage analyses 
Statista creates numerous studies 
based on objective criteria 
in cooperation with selected 
media partners and established 
review sites. We of course also 
create commissioned studies for 
our customers. This comprises 
benchmark studies for industries 
and processes, sales surveys for 
selected distribution channels, 
industry studies for media 
partners and companies in the 
industry as well as rankings for 
enterprises and industries.

Statista as a Service (StaaS)

Statista as a Service, or StaaS, 
offers a comprehensive solution 
for your company’s knowledge-
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Further Products and Services

management of company-
owned studies and data. StaaS 
is a customized Statista portal, 
designed in your corporate identity, 
to which  your studies, internal 
documentation and presentations 
as well as single statistics can be 
added and managed. 

Corporate Publishing

In cooperation with SONY we 
published the “Generation 
Smartphone” booklet, which 
presents data on smartphones in 
a visually appealing manner. We 
also compose Special Corporate 
Publications in which we broadly 

edit and graphically revise your 
individual corporate topic for 
marketing purposes (i.e. as 
individual e-Paper).

Example: „brand eins Thema“

After a long and successful cooperation Statista and brand eins Wissen 
(a renowned German economic magazine) have published for the first 
time in early 2014 a monothematic magazine: brand eins Thema. 

This is an economic magazine covering a single topic or industry on 130 
pages. In doing so brand eins Thema combines an in-depth analysis 

of a market research study with 
the visual nature of a well-made 
economic magazine.

Statista R&A Website:
statista-research.com

www.statista.com

http://statista-research.com/
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Further Products and Services

We create infographics on specific 
corporate topics if required in 
your individual corporate design, 
to be used for your internal and 
external communication, online 
and in print.

Infographics
Facts and figures attractively 
presented
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Further Products and Services

Several Media Companies Use 
Statista Infographics

www.statista.com



Media and 
 Clients
Statista is trustfully cooperating with several 
 enterprises and media partners
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“Statista is a reliable and  
comprehensive source for  
The Wall Street Journal.”

Renowned media companies count on Statista’s unique combination 
of services. Statista’s research results can be found in various types of 
media, i.e. Venturebeat, Slate, Huffington Post, CNN and Fortune. 
Our data forms part of news coverage websites like the Wallstreet 
Journal, Mashable and Business Insider. Statista also cooperates with 
specialist publishers to easily and comfortably offer quantitative data 
from the specialist press to the broad public.

Statista in the Media
Media partners trust Statista as a professional  
partner when it comes to statistics and market data

Jason-Bellini 
Editor, The Wall Street Journal

In cooperation with the FOCUS magazine 
Statista has published a successful study 
on Germany’s top-lawyers, in the  magazine’s 
November/December issue in 2013.
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Clients
Many renowned corporations, companies, institutions and 
agencies rank among our clients 

The named clients are 
selected examples.
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Data for Universities and 
 Colleges
From more than 500 international universities researchers, 
lecturers and students can access Statista. 

The fundamental part of every 
dissertation is to prove hypotheses 
by quantitative data. This applies to 
students as well as postgraduates 
and professors. Since the launch 
of its campus-service in 2010 
Statista has become the fastest 
growing database at universities 
and colleges. At more than 200 
american colleges more than 
2,000,000 students can access 
Statista via Campus-License. 
Worldwide more than 500 colleges 
are using Statista.

This huge success is due to three 
significant services offered by our 
platform:

1|  Statista offers comfortable 
access to quantitative data in 
all programs of study.

2|  Statista diligently edits all 
data according to scientific  
standards.

3|  Detailed background informa-
tion on each statistic (i.e. speci-
fication of method and source) 
allow correct assessment and 
classification of the data.

Licensed colleges include: 
The Harvard University, UCLA,  
and Yale University.

“…Statista is irreplaceable.  
I use it myself and recommend  

it to students as the must-do step  
in our research process.”

Natasha Arguello
Business Research Librarian, University of Texas at San AntonioA list of all licensed institutions can be found here  here.

https://da73v1deq9k1l.cloudfront.net/download/pdf/Statista-Hochschulenliste-20131128.pdf


About Us
Statista the Statistics Portal
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You are working on a business 
plan or market analysis? You need 
to know the size of a market, the 
desires of your customers or the 
sales figures of the top companies 
of an industry? Today’s business 
world is based on hard facts 
and figures. Statista offers the 
required data: current, intuitive, 
easily accessible and promptly 
usable. Statistics on more than 
80,000 topics from more than 
18,000 different sources make us 
the leading online statistics portal. 
To us innovation is relieving you of 
unnecessary work and helping you 
find the data you need in a few 
steps. Simply enter a key word in 
our search bar and the platform 
quickly and comfortably finds all 
the statistics on your topic. You can 
further access more than 10,000 
high-value studies, more than 
1,000 dossiers, 80 plus industry 
reports and our source database. 

Statista is a comprehensive and 
fast starting point for your efficient 
research on data and figures.

www.statista.comAbout Us

“Statista is an excellent example  
of German innovation.”

Innovation Quantified
Statistical data easily available

Since the launch of the Platform in 2008 
more than 300.000 users have registered 
at Statista.

REGISTERED USERS AT STATISTA

2009:  5,000
2011:  100,000
2013:  300,000

Prof. Dr. Lothar Späth 
Ministerpräsident A.D.
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“Our customers trust us, as our 
research results are comprehensive, 

clearly framed and excellently 
structured.”

About Us

Statista.com is the worldwide leading statistics portal online, based in 
Hamburg, Frankfurt, Berlin, New York and London (from 2015). More 
than 100 employees are working on the platform for you, this includes 
data experts, editors, and statisticians. The company was voted the 
start-up of the year in 2008, received the renowned Gründerpreis of 
the Financial Times Germany the same year and was voted a site of 
innovation in 2010 as well as awarded the Red Herring as European 
winner. The portal has more than 1.8 million users every month.

Statista Inc.

45 Broadway, Suite 710
New York, NY 10006
United States

Our Branches

Statista GmbH

Brahms Kontor 
Johannes-Brahms-Platz 1
20355 Hamburg

Our History
From a Hamburg-based start-up to the worldwide  
leading statistics portal in no time

Dr. Friedrich Schwandt, 
CEO Statista GmbH

Source: maps.google.de

www.statista.com



Industry Index at 
 Statista.com
You can find a list of all topics and industries covered by the   
platform in the following. All categories are subdivided into  
detailed  subcategories for a fast search for content.
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Industry Index at  Statista.com

Agriculture
·  Farming
·  Fisheries & Aquaculture
·  Forestry

Chemicals and Resources
·  Chemical Industry 
·  Fossil Fuels 
·  Mining, Metals & Minerals
·  Nonmetallic Mineral Products
·  Petroleum & Refinery
·  Plastic & Rubber
·  Pulp & Paper

Construction
·  Building Construction
·  Heavy Construction

Consumer Goods & FMCG
·  Alcoholic Beverages
·  Cleaning Products
·  Clothing & Apparel
·  Cosmetics & Personal Care
·  Food & Nutrition
·  Furniture, Furnishings & 

Household Items
·  Home Improvement & 

Gardening
·  Non-alcoholic Beverages

·  Pets & Animal Supplies
·  Tobacco
·  Toys

E-Commerce
·  B2B E-Commerce
·  B2C E-Commerce
·  C2C E-Commerce
·  Digital Payments
·  Key Figures of E-Commerce

Energy & Environmental 
Services
·  Electricity
·  Emissions
·  Energy & Environmental 

Technology
·  Waste Management
·  Water & Wastewater

Finance, Insurance & Real 
Estate
·  Banks & Financial Services
·  Financial Institutions
·  Financial Markets
·  Insurance
·  Real Estate, Rental & Leasing

Health & Pharmaceuticals
·  Care & Support
·  Health System
·  Medical Technology
·  Pharmaceutical Products & 

Market
·  Physicians, Hospitals & 

Pharmacies
·  State of Health

International
·  Afghanistan
·  Argentina
·  Australia
·  Austria
·  Belgium
·  Brazil
·  Bulgaria
·  Canada
·  Chile
·  China
·  Colombia
·  Croatia
·  Cyprus
·  Czech Republic
·  Denmark
·  EU & Euro-Zone
·  Estonia
·  Finland
·  France

·  Germany
·  Greece
·  Hong Kong
·  Hungary
·  India
·  Indonesia
·  Iran
·  Iraq
·  Ireland
·  Israel
·  Italy
·  Japan
·  Latvia
·  Lithuania
·  Malaysia
·  Malta
·  Mexico
·  Netherlands
·  Norway
·  Other
·  Poland
·  Portugal
·  Romania
·  Russia
·  Saudi Arabia
·  Singapore
·  South Africa
·  South Korea
·  Spain
·  Sweden
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·  Taiwan
·  Thailand
·  Turkey
·  United Kingdom
·  United States
·  United Arab Emirates
·  Venezuela

Internet
·  Advertising & Marketing
·  Cyber Crime
·  Demographics & Use
·  Mobile Internet & Apps
·  Online Video & Entertainment
·  Reach & Traffic
·  Search Engines & SEO
·  Social & User-Generated Content

Life
·  Celebrities
·  Family & Friends
·  Love & Sex
·  Personality & Behavior

Media & Advertising
·  Advertising & Marketing
·  Books & Publishing
·  Media Usage
·  Music

·  Radio, TV & Film
·  Video Games & Gaming

Metals & Electronics
·  Aerospace Manufacturing
·  Defense Industry
·  Electronics
·  Engineering
·  Metals
·  Rolling Stock Manufacturing
·  Shipbuilding
·  Vehicle Manufacturing

Retail & Trade
·  DIY Retail
·  Electronic Retailers
·  Fashion & Accessories
·  Food & Beverage
·  Furniture Retail
·  Health & Hygiene
·  International Trade
·  Key Figures of Retail
·  Office Supplies
·  Shopping Behavior
·  Shopping Center & Factory 

Outlets
·  Sports & Leisure
·  Wholesale

Industry Index at  Statista.com

Services
·  Business Services
·  Skilled Labor

Society
·  Crime & Law Enforcement
·  Demographics
·  Economy
·  Education & Science
·  Geography & Environment
·  Politics & Government
·  Religion

Sports & Recreation
·  Art & Culture
·  Gambling
·  Hobbies
·  Parks & Outdoors
·  Sports & Fitness

Technology & 
Telecommunications
·  Consumer Electronics
·  Hardware
·  Household Appliances
·  IT Services Software
·  Telecommunications

Transportation & Logistics
·  Aviation
·  Logistics
·  Rail Transport
·  Vehicles & Road Traffic
·  Water Transport

Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
·  Accomodation
·  Business Travel
·  Leisure Travel
·  Restaurants



Would you like to learn  
more about Statista?

Statista, Inc.

45 Broadway; Suite 710
New York, NY 10006

United States

+1 (212) 433 2270

www.statista.com
support@statista.com

Federal Tax Identification Number: 99-0367549

Management: 

Dr. Friedrich Schwandt, Tim Kroeger


